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"Made in Italy” sets out to conquer Russia
A spectacular audio and lighting installation managed by Italian firms with
almost entirely ‘Made in Italy’ materials, in Volkhz, a Russian town near
Kazan': the stars are Z&Z Service, DB Service and Audioeffetti.

“Thankfully there are still some Countries that believe in Made in
Italy, indeed, that have a preference for it!”. This is how Cristian
Zambaia, owner of Z&Z Service, a company from Turin, begins. Last
December, together with DB Service belonging to Maurizio Rubatto,
he was responsible for a powerful permanent audio and lighting
installation in Volzhsk, in the Republic of El Mari, now the Russian
Federation. A full-fledged 殿 dventure�for the Italian companies
involved: a story with a happy ending, an essential victory for Made
in Italy and a confirmation, if ever one was needed, of the working
and 妬 nterpretative" skills, and of the quality of Italian companies.
The customer (a large Russian company with more than 2,500
employees, and the owner of an ice hockey team called Ariada)
needed to fit out the team’s Ariada Okay Palace ice rink for live
events like concerts, shows and events. In short, an “extension” of
the sports functions of the facility through a bespoke audio and
lighting
system.
Win the project
The Russian company’s call for bids began with three countries,
Germany England and Italy, but there was only one goal from the
start: Made in Italy, that is the quality of design and Italian
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engineering. This didn’t make winning the
contract any easier and – as Zambaia points out
– “a lot depended on our good will and
thoroughness! We were the only ones to ask to
carry out an on-site inspection before
formulating our offer and this modus operandi
worked in our favour. In the end we were
awarded the contract. We also offered the
greatest quantity of equipment directly from our
Country, which had been specifically requested
by the bid: the material had to be created and
engineered in Italy”.
Audio Effetti S.r.l. was involved as an added
value distributor for the project, and it provided
the necessary equipment for the installation as
well as the know-how for its correct use and
installation; Claudio Accatino, the company’s
agent for Piedmont, estimated that 70-80% of
the material used was designed and built in
Italy.. a guarantee for customers and a source of
pride for our economy.
Technical equipment
Let’s now take a closer look at this installation: it
consists of a 14x12 metre ring formed by track
lighting and trusses by LITEC, moved by four
CM Lodestar motors; a four-channel LITEC
controller commands the motors, which higher
and lower the structure to allow technicians to
change or adapt the lighting system as required.
The system is entirely automated and easy to
modulate.

MATERIALE INSTALLATO
Rig
-Americane e tralicci Litec 14x12m
-4 motori CM Lodestar
-1 controller Litec 4 canali
Audio
-24 moduli line array DVA T4 e DVA
T12 dB Technologies
-8 subwoofer
-1 mixer Hallen & Heath iLive T 112
-Stage box IDR-48
-Passacavo Igus
Luci
-16 poiettori teatrali PC 1000 SGM
-8 teste mobili Idea Spot 575 SGM
-4 Idea LED 100 SGM

The lighting equipment is composed of 16 PC
1000 theatre projectors, eight mobile Idea Spot
575 heads and four Idea LED 100, all by SGM, a
historical Italian company which can rely on
more than 30 years of market experience, and
only in recent months has it become part of a
Danish group. It is completed by 16 full colour
PARLED and an SGM Pilot 2000 control unit,
able to manage all the lights.
Sound diffusion is based on 24 DVA T4 and DVA
T12 line array modules by dB Technologies:
another 100% Italian brand, with offices
worldwide, which not only engineers but also
builds its products in-house, using quality
materials like Neodymium and Mylar. For
example the 1-inch drivers with Mylar
membrane, produced in association with the
sister company RCF from Reggio Emilia, are
tailor-made to optimise the distance between the
components and eliminate interferences.

Each cluster, four in all, is formed by four DVA
T4 modules plus two smaller DVA T12 modules
and completed by two subwoofers. According to
the special structure of the facility the public is
arranged on two sides, each of which is covered
by two clusters.
One of the few elements of the installation
which is not “Made in Italy”, is an Allen & Heath
model iLive T112 digital mixer with IDR-48 stage
box for microphones, all interconnected with
CAT-5 network cable. It is used to manage the
audio system remotely. We had no other choice
because the distance to cover with the cables
(which rise up to the roof of the structure to then
descend) would not have allowed the use of
copper transmission.
Yet another gem to report in this installation is
the Igus cable gland (needless to say it, another
Italian company!) which allows to descend all
the cables from the ceiling of the structure. The
cables are housed, gathered and tidied into a
15 cm wide articulated raceway, which
obviously avoids hanging cables and the risk of
dangerous tangles when the structure of the
ring is moved.
The
entire
installation
work
required
approximately one week, and it was done
immediately after the on-site inspection in
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November 2011. A record performance, thanks
also to the help of four electricians and just as
many carpenters whose readiness and skill
Cristian Zambaia was keen to point out: “We
were able to do the job quickly because the
customer made his technical team available to
us, they were all really smart. A team of 12,
among Italians and Russians, worked on the
installation. It was a very rewarding experience,
and I can safely say that the work fully satisfied
the requests and expectations of the customer.
We are hopeful to be able to repeat the
experience in future, perhaps with other jobs.”
The operation of the entire facility was finally
certified by a full-fledged dress- rehearsal: the
concert of a group of local musicians, which was
held successfully on the last day of installation.

